
From: Information Officer 

To: Communications; 

CC: 

Subject: Hastings Borough Council Request for Information Ref: 
14/324 

Date: Friday, May 30, 2014 3:44:57 PM 

Attachments: HBC Situation Analysis Aug 2013 vfinal.pdf 

Start of Request for Information 

FOI Request – Efficiency & Procurement Improvement 
Programmes 
Most councils in the UK have responded to the spending reductions and have 
taken the opportunity to commission 3rd party service reviews to identify 
opportunities for efficiency savings, income generation or service 
transformation such as fleet efficiency, social care, procurement 
transformation, procurement centralisation, commission efficiency etc. 

Under the Freedom of Information Act, I would like to request copies of all 
business cases, efficiency proposals and service improvement plans for these 
projects. These are most likely to be held by the Procurement or Business 
Improvement or Finance Teams. 

Whilst there are a large number of efficiency initiatives that have taken place 
across the Council, there is only one that we believe falls within the category 
of external commissioning. 

This has previously been reported to the Overview and Scrutiny Committee. 

Please see attached document, please note that personal names below 
Director and Head of Service level have been redacted as these fall under 
Section 40 (2) 'Personal Data'. 

End of Request for Information 
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Hastings BC Contact Centre 
 


Situation analysis 
 


Background 


Your contact centre has evolved dramatically over recent years and you have a clear ambition to 


provide high quality, customer focused services supported by strong managerial and political 


commitment.  


However, for various reasons the contact centre is not currently performing to its potential. 


There is considerable evidence that identifies a wide variety of necessary improvements.  


In particular current concerns are focused on: 


 Telephone answering performance 


 Revenues and benefits service delivery 


 High volumes of failure demand 


 Staff morale and positive engagement across the organisation to support the success of 


the contact centre 


 A lack of customer insight and customer focus 


 Management of expectations and service demand 


Furthermore, there is a pressing need to be well prepared in time for major waste collection 


service changes in October 2013. 


This analysis synthesises the information we have considered since starting work with you in 


July 2013. The aim is to give insight and honest appraisal of issues so that an appropriate way 


forward can be formulated. Given the range of issues that you have articulated to us, it is clear 


that one of main challenges is “where to start?”.  We have therefore provided our suggestions 


for matters to be tackled as a priority. 


The information we have considered includes: 


 Initial data evaluation 


 Workshop outputs 


 Briefings and discussion with Members, senior managers and other key individuals 


 Best practices and insights from comparable services and industries 


For simplicity we have structured the commentary using the EFQM Excellence Model1 as a 


framework for comment under the headings of: 


 Vision and leadership 


 Strategy 


 People 


                                                      
1 EFQM Excellence Model 2013”, EFQM 2012 
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 Partnerships & resources 


 Processes, products and services 


 Results 


o People results 


o Customer results 


o Society results 


o Business results 


Under each main heading is a brief evaluation of the issues and the priorities for action. Within 


the table we have highlighted a small number of ‘do nows’ in bold orange text which are 


tactical, short term steps that require urgent attention and we elaborate on these further below.  


Tactical, short term actions for urgent attention 
Notwithstanding the full and structured approach detailed below, we recommend a number of 


urgent actions. These should not be progressed at the expense of the strategic activities 


(indeed they should be progressed in parallel with strategic activities) but are simply the ‘quick 


wins’ needed to build confidence and capacity for further action. 


In some cases these may well be interim solutions to deal with current circumstances and may 


be less appropriate in the longer term. However, if implemented at pace they will provide the 


‘breathing space’ to achieve the full scale approach. We have deliberately kept these 


recommendations to a minimum to avoid delay and possible duplication.  


Contact centre queue management: Once queue length gets beyond three, or at periods of 


likely high demand, deploy a well trained front of house member of staff to work down the 


queue actively managing demand. 


Telephone answering waiting times: Devise a method of routing benefits and revenues 


telephone calls to a small number of advisors to enable more rapid telephone answering of 


other enquiries which take a shorter length of time. 


Staff absence: identify reasons for high absence levels and work closely with staff to support a 


sustainable improvement. 


Staff performance variations: identify reasons for variations in staff performance, support with 


training and clearly articulated targets. 


Letter and electronic communications clarity:  complete the letter and website review. Identify 


the high impact communications and urgently re-write, test and deploy improved 


communications materials. 


Improvement planning: devise a full business case and action plan for taking the service 


forward. This should include a detailed risk assessment, cost benefit analysis and prioritised set 


of projects. It should be consulted upon, shared widely and implemented with rigour and pace. 


Team development: devise a programme of engagement and communications with staff to build 


relations and enthuse the staff, refine management roles based on key strengths and 


management competency profiles. 
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Vision and Leadership 
The current head of service, Jane Hartnell, is responsible for the contact centre and is taking 


high profile action to understand the issues and improve the service with the clear support of 


Neil Dart, Director of Corporate Resources. 


It is apparent to us that the organisation has leaders at various levels who acknowledge the 


need for action. The action needs to be progressed as a “one organisation” approach. 


The visioning workshops (output in a separate document) have generated a shared future 


concept for the service. This had the full involvement of contact centre staff, members, service 


staff and corporate staff (including senior managers), as well as staff representing the 


customer’s point of view. It is therefore genuinely multi-perspective and participative.  


 


This shared vision for the future is summarised as: 


 


To deliver the vision there is a need for greater understanding of key competencies, their clear 


definition and the type of support required by the contact centre leadership. This is a critical 


issue and requires further development. 


Staff  


•I am well trained 
and supported in 
order to have the 
confidence to be 
able to deal with 
all queries 
efficiently 


•I get excellent 
training on 
systems and 
services 


•We get support 
from all 
departments at all 
times and 
relationships are 
good 


•We have suitable 
IT and software 


•We know who our 
customers are 
and what they 
need / want 


Members
  


•All customers get 
dealt with 
efficiently 


•Our reputation in 
the community is 
good 


•Residents & staff 
are happier 


Managers
  


•I have clarity in 
understanding the 
purpose and 
service 
responsibility of 
the CCC  


•Our reputation is 
of providing 
excellent 
customer service 
as one team 


•The contact 
centre helps 
achieve corporate 
priorities 


•We have the right 
number of staff to 
reflect service 
delivery 


•We provide 
excellent Value 
for Money 


Customers
  


•All contact, 
whether by 
telephone or face 
to face is met with 
a positive attitude 


•I felt treated as a 
valued member of 
the community 


•I got my call 
answered in a 
reasonable time 


•Queries will be 
resolved at first 
point of contact 
where possible 


•Staff are 
knowledgeable 
and able to assist 
with my enquiry 


•I receive quick 
and accurate 
answers 


•Services are 
accessible when 
and how I want it 
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Ref Issue to be addressed Action recommended 


L1 Clarity of vision 


 Continual reinforcement and 


communication 


Implementation of the shared vision 


generated at the workshops through 


detailed actions and project planning, 


plus a communication programme 


L2 Engaged, effective and visible leadership 


in the contact centre 


 Definition of leadership competencies 


 Evaluation of leadership 


 Agreed action, support and 


development 


Evaluation of strengths and 


weaknesses of current leadership 


Plan of action of leadership 


development and support 


 


Strategy 
There is currently no integrated strategic or business plan for the contact centre itself, or 


perhaps more significantly for how HBC will deal corporately with customer service and 


customer contact in the future. From the information provided it is difficult to see a clear 


coherent strategic direction for the service. This may be evidenced by asking questions such as: 


 Is the strategy to minimise face to face contact time? 


 Should telephone be the preferred route of contact? 


 How should the web and social media developments be integrated? 


 Is active demand management to be implemented? 


 What is the best customer contact centre model for HBC within current constraints? 


These are fundamental questions that need to be answered to enable the design, construction 


of an advanced simulation model and implementation of a new model contact centre. 


Ref Issue to be addressed Action recommended 


S1 Strategic approach to customer service 


across organisation 


 Lack of defined and articulated strategy 


Devise a concise strategic direction 


determined and underpinned by the 


data review and shared vision 


S2 Demand management 


 Understand demand 


 Manage this appropriately 


Evaluate where and how to actively 


manage demand to reduce pressure 


on resources and deliver better 


service 


S3 Performance management & evidence based 


decisions 


 Implement performance management 


Implement an approach that uses 


data analysis linked to defined 


performance levels at individual, team 
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Ref Issue to be addressed Action recommended 


linked to strategy and organisational levels 


S4 Contact centre model validation 


 Evidence base and rationale for preferred 


service design option 


 Implementation 


Use the above to design, simulate and 


implement a revised contact centre 


model, & / or specific model elements 


S5 Business planning 


 Business plan for the contact centre 


Develop a contact centre business 


plan to guide strategy implementation 


S6 Business case for improvement plan 


 Lack of defined improvement programme 


 Risk assessed business case for 


improvement 


Devise a clear portfolio of projects 


and tasks that will allow for rapid and 


sustainable progress 


Apply appropriate risk assessment 


tools to ensure robustness of the 


business case for change 


 
People 
Currently there is a strong team identity expressed by contact centre staff, even though there 


are service delivery difficulties and a reported significant absence problem.  


The management roles in the contact centre need to be better defined and understood. Those 


staff in management and leadership roles need to be supported to enable them to develop and 


deliver their  roles more effectively. At this time it is unclear whether this is an issue related to 


competency, workload pressure, working environment, systems or something else, but it is an 


issue that needs to be urgently addressed as it is fundamental to success. A competency led 


data-based approach to this would be valuable where possible. 


It was clear before the involvement of i-three that training and development of contact centre 


advisors was essential and some steps have already been taken to develop an approach. This 


needs to be embedded and developed to enable a rolling programme, and can also be used to 


build stronger links across the organisation. 


A performance management process, underpinned by data is essential to monitor both service 


quality, individual and team performance, and assist absence management. 
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Ref Issue to be addressed Action recommended 


P1 Improved, data driven performance 


management 


 Management 


 Team  leader 


 Individual 


Introduce a regular performance 


management system using available 


data to underpin the vision and strategy 


implementation 


P2 Clarity of management roles 


 Role definition and clarification 


 Competency framework 


 Expectation clarity 


 Right skills  


Evaluate the management role mix in 


the contact centre, redefine if 


necessary, clearly define competencies, 


implement a management support 


programme to develop roles and skills 


P3 Training and development planning and 


delivery 


 Key services knowledge 


 ICT systems 


 Leadership 


 Management 


 


A structured training plan to be 


developed and implemented with 


individual attention to competency 


development across the range of 


services, to include refresher training; 


ensure resilience  


P4 Working together to improve the service 


 Cross cutting team 


 Joint motivation 


 Structured approach 


 Clear priorities 


 Building momentum 


 Service integration 


Improvement action to be carried out 


incorporating staff from across the 


organisation in the implementation 


team 


P5 Absence management 


 Use of data 


 1:1 management 


 Regular review 


 Corporate approach mirrored 


Data used to actively manage absence 


in line with corporate policy; it is 


recommended that this is a corporate 


initiative to ensure equality 
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Ref Issue to be addressed Action recommended 


P6 Strength of the team 


 Maintaining team spirit 


 Building the leadership skills 


 Strengthening team identity and 


cohesion 


 Continuous improvement as a way of 


working 


The team spirit needs to be nurtured 


and enhanced by the improvement 


approach 


P7 Communication 


 Maintain & build engagement across the 


organisation 


 Regular updates verbal and written 


 Customers 


 


A specific communications plan devised 


and delivered to keep all informed of 


the journey’s priorities  and progress, 


targeted at staff across the 


organisation, partners and customers 


 


 


Partnerships & Resources 
At this stage the focus is on current and future resources and partnerships within the 


organisation rather than externally. Involving other organisations within the contact centre 


service may be an option for the future once the service issues have been satisfactorily 


resolved. It is not considered realistic at the moment. However, there may be some current 


service partners whose feedback may be insightful into designing the future service 


configuration, and these should be involved. 


There are limited resources in HBC and these are likely to get scarcer still in the future. However 


at the workshops there were requests for “more staff” to be part of the solution. Whilst 


understandable for those who are feeling hard pressed, the essence of the comment is really 


about more effective use of current resources, efficient systems, less waste, more flexibility, 


better aligned with demand and better management of demand. All those are essential steps 


that lead to a more effectively delivered service and should be examined in detail before 


resorting to solutions that will generate additional costs. 


Effort does need to be targeted at services, such as Housing Options and Benefits, where the 


essence of a good service will reduce or contain resource pressures in the future if it is 


delivered well at first contact. These areas need to be understood and the service re-designed 


accordingly. 
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Ref Issue to be addressed Action recommended 


PR1 Understand the services where getting it 


“right first time” is essential in order to 


prevent future resource pressure on the 


organisation. 


Identify key services  where “right first 


time”  contains resource pressure; 


prioritise service improvements to 


these services 


PR2 Is current partners’ use of the contact centre 


services understood? 


 Police 


 Contractors 


 Others 


Include partners as part of the 


customer feedback process, and in 


service re-design where they have a 


role to play. 


PR3 Currently resources are not necessarily 


allocated in line with projected demand or 


ways that will maximise productivity.  


The organisation does not look ahead 


consistently to enable resource planning, and 


resource allocation is not underpinned by 


demand data analysis 


Devise and implement an active 


resource allocation process that 


allocates staff resources to meet 


predicted demand. Use data to 


simulate and check in advance. 


PR4 ICT is critical to the success of the contact 


centre, its integration with the organisation’s 


different elements, and efficient customer 


service. Anecdotally there are issues with ICT 


that need to be more fully understood and 


appropriate corrective action taken. 


Evaluate ICT effectiveness; fix current 


issues; develop an ICT resourcing plan 


to give continued service confidence 


and a system fit for purpose; pay 


attention to resilience regarding 


systems development. 


 


Processes, products and services 
It is critical that not only is there a process review for high priority services but also that there is 


an embedded system for regular process review and update. One of the key issues mentioned 


in a number of contacts with HBC is the work flow process design and the clarity needed 


between work done by contact centre staff directly and when the job is passed on to a service 


area for further work. Lack of clarity in this is causing some of the service delivery issues at 


present.  


From our initial work, high priority services for attention are: 


 Benefits 


 Revenues 


 Housing options 


 Queue management 


 Telephone answering 
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There is also the change to the waste service which is imminent and action is being taken to 


prepare for this event. 


Ref Issue to be addressed Action recommended 


PPS1 Urgent process reviews for high profile, high 


volume services, and resource impacting 


services: 


 Benefits 


 Revenues 


 Housing options 


 Queue management 


 Telephone answering 


Undertake process reviews to get 


short term improvement whilst 


working on the long term 


configuration; use reviews and 


data to inform the long term  


choices. Stress test the potential 


solutions using simulation models. 


PPS2 Dynamic demand analysis 


 Past 


 Predictions 


 Across organisation 


Develop forward assessment of 


major predictable demand using 


corporate calendar and data 


analysis; plan to deploy resources 


accordingly. 


 


PPS3 Process mapping 


 An on going programme of continuous 


improvement - process mapping and 


review. 


 Review website functionality / 


information / FAQs 


Implement as a regular 


programme after high priority 


areas completed. Include service 


specification review, and contact 


centre / service protocol in this 


process. Integration of web. 


PPS4 Demand management 


 Full use of the website to ensure 


appropriate channels are available and 


effective and targeted 


 Full review of standard letters and 


electronic communications including the 


website to maximise clarity of 


information 


Using automated scoring systems 


and/or plain English standards to 


refine standard letters and 


electronic communications. Re-


write accordingly and test new 


versions with users. 
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Ref Issue to be addressed Action recommended 


PPS5  Dynamic resource management Introduce highly skilled staff to 


manage queues at peak periods 


Ensure staff are sufficiently 


specialist to be able to resolve 


queries rapidly and accurately 


Introduce call backs at peak 


periods 


Divert longer calls and those with 


greater variability in length to 


separate queues to improve 


overall performance. 


Introduce more flexible resource 


pools 


 
 
 
Results 
We have previously supplied a compendium of current results in graphical form which highlights 


some of the service and personnel issues. 


The desired results need to be clearly articulated and measured, reviewed and understood in a 


dynamic and useful way. A revised suite of KPIs is needed that relates to the vision and 


strategy.  Care needs to be taken with definition of KPIs, for example it may be more 


appropriate to define an “improving trend” than a specific pre-determined level of service. 


These can clearly be linked to the performance management process at service, team and 


individual level. 


 


Ref Issue to be addressed Action recommended 


R1 Key business results suggested indicators: 


 Telephone answering 


 Face to face queue management 


 First time resolution 


 Customer satisfaction 


 Financial outcomes 


 Reputation of council 


Define a set of overall key 


performance indicators; use data 


to monitor regularly and use 


results to underpin improvement 


work; take care with any targets to 


ensure they are appropriate and 


will achieve the end results and are 


not limiting or de-motivating 
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Ref Issue to be addressed Action recommended 


R2 Customer results suggested indicators: 


 Speed to resolution 


 Outcome 


 Overall satisfaction 


Define specific customer focussed 


results; monitor and review; 


consider overall customer 


experience 


 


R4 People (internal staff) results suggested 


indicators: 


 Council staff survey - satisfaction 


 Turnover 


 Absence rate 


Define specific people (staff) 


focussed results, monitor and 


review 


R5 Society results 


 Contact centre as part of the work of the 


council 


 Community impact 


 Importance of the service as part of the 


whole organisation 


Ensuring the contribution the 


contact centre service makes  is 


overtly recognised as part of the 


overall results for the local 


community 


 


 


Our recommended key performance indicator suite (below) is based directly on the vision that 


emerged from the workshops and is shown below. This is not an exclusive or exhaustive list, 


and should be dynamically developed over  time.  
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•Waiting time to resolution on non-appointment walk-in 


•Telephone answering time: overall and by individual advisors 


•Service delivery time end to end by service 


•Overall customer satisfaction 


•%  contacts resolved at first point of contact (phone and visits) 


•Time to resolve calls handed over 


Customers  


•Staff costings 


•Maximum, minimum and average staff utilisation rates 


•Project management – red / amber / green workstreams 


•ICT equipment % down time 


•Absence levels 


•Call and face to face contact time : average and by individuals 


•Productivity 


Corporate 
Managers  


•Service specific indicators which are key to the service 
managers and their team outcomes  


•Demand levels by service 


•All customer measures 


Service 
managers 


•Staff absence rates 


•Staff turnover  


•Staff satisfaction (overall and with training, IT, clarity of role and 
purpose) 


•% required competencies available within the team 


•Call and face to face contact time : average and by individual 


Staff 


•Overall customer satisfaction 


•Waiting time to resolution on non-appointment walk-in 


•Telephone answering time: overall  


•Service costings 


Members 
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Conclusion 
 


In conclusion we believe that with focussed effort and implementation of the above actions the 


service delivery in Hastings BC contact centre will improve significantly. 


The analysis and recommended actions above are designed to form the backbone of the 


service improvement project. 


This phase 1 work stands alone as the start of the service improvement journey. We have 


outlined options for further work to assist with this task in our Phase 2 proposal which is a 


separate document and would be pleased to discuss them in detail should they be of interest.  
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Appendix 1 
 


The following people had an approximately 30 minute 1:1 discussions with i-three 


 


 Richard Homewood, Director of Environmental Service (telephone conversation) 


  


 Peter Grace, Head of Finance 


  


 Neil Dart, Director of Corporate Resources 


 Andrew Palmer, Head of Housing and Planning Services 


 Mike Hepworth, Head of Environmental Services 


 Councillor Andrew Cartwright, Cabinet Member (Lead member internal services) 


 


 Kevin Boorman, Head of Marketing and Communications 


 Councillor Jeremy Birch, Leader (Budget portfolio) 


 Simon Hubbard, Director of Regeneration 


 Councillor Peter Chowney, Deputy Leader (Regeneration portfolio) 





 


The discussions were purposely free ranging to enable i-three to quickly gain a perspective on 


the issues. 
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